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Vehicle Criteria/ Mission Statement

- Design a safe, efficient, and reusable rocket that will parachute down to 
earth

- Our target altitude is 5,280 feet, which is 1 mile above the launchpad
- Payload to deploy from rocket and roll at least five feet
- Educate the local community and students about rocketry / helping 

launch rockets



Changes Made Since Proposal- Vehicle

- Vehicle Criteria: Dimensions not altered 

Significantly

- Rocket: 195cm length, 12.7cm diameter, 

12.7cm nosecone

- Parachute Bay: 76.2cm (length), 12.7 cm 

outer diameter, 12.1 cm inner diameter

- Transition Length: 15.2 cm (length), 8.9 cm 

(fore shoulder length), 10.2 cm (aft shoulder 

length)

- Body Tube: 91.5 cm length (1 yard)

- Fins: Four fins; 20.3 cm (root chord), 5.0 cm 

(tip chord), 10.2 cm (height), 15.2 cm (sweep 

length), 56.3° (sweep angle)



Concept of Rocket Operations



Nosecone

- Power Series Nosecone; greater altitude and 

needed inner space for flights

- Least amount of drag when compared to 

other designs

- May cause problems if rocket reaches 

supersonic speed, which is unlikely



Mission Performance Predictions

OpenRocket RockSim

Weight (lbs) with Motor 23.6 Weight (lbs) with Motor 23.9

Acceleration (ft/s^2) 299 Acceleration (ft/s^2) 295

Rail Exit Velocity (ft/s) 69.7 Rail Exit Velocity (ft/s) 66.7

Maximum Velocity (ft/s) 624 Maximum Velocity (ft/s) 618

Velocity at Deployment (ft/s) 57.2 Velocity at Deployment  (ft/s) 55.7

Altitude Deployment of 
Drogue Parachute (ft)

5530 Altitude Deployment of 
Drogue Parachute (ft)

5615

Altitude Deployment of Main 
Parachute (ft/)

1000 Altitude Deployment of Main 
Parachute (ft/)

1000

Altitude Deployment of 
Payload Parachute (ft/)

1000 Altitude Deployment of 
Payload Parachute (ft/)

1000



CP and CG Relationships and Kinetic Energy
- Center of Pressure 56.3 inches from Nosecone (lower body tube)

- Center of Gravity located 39.3 inches from Nosecone (transition)

- Kinetic Energy at each landing / independent and tethered section

Sections Mass (kg) Velocity(m/s) Kinetic Energy 
(Ft-lbs)

Fin Can/Main Parachute Bay 7.60 26.8 61.9

Nose Cone/Payload Section 2.30 88.4 33.9



Motor Mount Design

- Successful use on half scale launch with no 

malfunctions

- Fast access to motor; all parts can be 

constructed by the team

- Retention system: screw-on type retainer 

mounted to centering ring at base of rocket



Recovery Subsystem
- Leading Components include parachute, shock cord, altimeters

- Chosen for simple and reliable design in flight

- 3 main parachutes (including the rover) for safe decent



Spring Separation System
- Utilizes a burn wire circuit, manually switched via ground switch and xbee 

module

- Is to burn through nylon string, releasing the tension in the compressed spring

- Rover deployment  electronics to be housed within the nose cone

- Tracker, Arduino, battery, and switch also housed in the nose cone



Payload (Lil’ Bear Rover) Criteria

- Must successfully exit the rover housing following payload section separation

- Must successfully cover a minimum distance of 5 feet

- Must be able to overcome terrain present on launch day

- Must successfully deploy solar panels in an upright position

- Must maintain traction retention when travelling



Payload Summary (Lil’ Bear Rover)

- Lil’ Bear = “BB8” spherical design

- Space efficient

- Allows for ease of deployment

- Minimizes movement during flight

- Deploys solar panels using coil 

deployment system

- Code initiated via photoresistor



Xbee Communication System

SENDING                                                                RECEIVING

Arduino Nano to Xbee Sender Pin Layout

Arduino 
Nano

Xbee Arduino 
Nano

Xbee

+5V VCC D1TX Dout

Ground Ground D2RX Din

Arduino Nano to Xbee Receiver Pin Layout

Arduino 
Nano

Xbee Arduino Nano Xbee

+5V VCC D1TX Dout

Ground Ground D2RX Din

Arduino Nano pin D13, Mosfet Gate activates burn wire circuit



Safety- An Overview
- Safety mindfulness absolutely necessary

- Assessment of Risks and Prevention Methods

- Imperative that team prevents mishaps

- Checklists: Launch Items, Field Box, First Aid 

Kit, and Pre-Launch (Appendix B of PDR)

- Final Checks: Motor and Payload

- Living Documents for USLI Project

- Machine Shop Guide can Change
https://www.amazon.co.uk/First-Aid-Box-Stickers-90mm/dp/B003JT3N94



Hazard Analysis



Assessment and Mitigation Table

Hazard Pre- 
Assessment 
Risk Level

Careless handling of ignition 
charges and motor equipment

1D

Epoxy 3E

Electrical Equipment 2D

Spray paint 3E

Machine Shop 1B

3D Printer Filament 2C

Parachute 1C



Design of Rocket Concerns Table

Risk Pre- 
Assessmen
t Risk Level

The rocket’s internal components 
shift the center of gravity.

2C

The motor shreds through the 
rocket.

1D

The separation charge damages the 
rocket.

3D

Pieces of the rocket are detached in 
flight.

1C

The parachute fails to deploy or fails 
to create enough drag.

1C



Environmental Concerns Table

Risk Pre- Assessment 
Risk Level

The rocket motor 
burns the the 
ground at take off

2C

Rocket takes an 
unfavorable flight 
path.

1B

Rocket CATOs 1D



Budget Risk Assessment Table

Risk Pre- 
Assessment 
Risk Level

Funding Amount 1D

The team does not 
acquire the 
necessary funds in a 
reasonable amount 
of time.

3D

Loss of Half Scale 3C

Loss of Full Scale 1C

Loss of Payload 1C



Project Risks and Mitigation Table
Risk Pre- 

Assessment 
Risk Level

Education engagement 
opportunities are 
cancelled.

3E

Rover Design is unable to 
roll on outdoor terrain.

2D

Rover activation system 
fails.

2C

Battery failure or faulty 
circuits.

2C

Rocket takes an undesired 
flight path

3C



Verification Plan: Vehicle

Requirement Verification

Motor ignites upon 
signal from ground 
station.

Extra Motors

Motor kept separate from other rocket

Mentor inspects ignition system.

Record peak altitude 
of rocket

Altimeter testing

Safely fly to one mile 
in altitude

Altimeters verify 1 mile apogee. 

We will calculate the approximate maximum apogee.
Experimentally verify.

Eject payload section 
from main parachute 
bay

Calculate and measure separation charges
Test the separation system



Team Requirements
To meet function mission success, the team needs to 

● fly the rocket with payload to an apogee of 

approximately one mile

● safely land the rocket and rover

● have the rover exit the payload section

● have the rover move the required distance and 

deploy the solar panel

To meet academic mission success, the team needs to 

● conduct itself in a safe manner at all times

● complete all documentation and requirements on 

time

● gain real world experience solving engineering 

problems



Changes Made Since Proposal- Vehicle

- Coupler added between main parachute and 
payload parachute in order to have better 
separation.

- Nose Cone: Better compensate for electronics 
and separation of rover

- Fins: Better caliber of stability; Increased fin 
span and Increased sweep angle



Changes Made since Proposal- Rover

- Elimination of pop top seal from push plunger 

design

- Photoresistor replaces buzzer and microphone 

for initiating code in rover

- Deployment string design will replace push 

plunger design for solar panel deployment

- Rotating rod will coil string to deploy solar 

panels with assistance of deployment string 

guides.



Rocket Stability System

CLIPPED DELTA DESIGN

- Fuel Efficient

- High Aspect Ratio

- Woven Fiberglass Sheets

- Airfoil Shape of Fins

- Easy to create



Motor Retention System

- Aero Pack 54mm flanged retainer, model # RA54

- Six threaded metal inserts to and bolts to attach 

centering ting to base of rocket

- Comes with all needed mounting hardware and is 

strong / robust quality

- Dimensions: 64.5 g. And 54 mm inner diameter

- Motor encased with this system to prevent freefall 

from the rocket



Altimeter Selection

- Goal 1: Dual Deployment for Vehicle Recovery System

- Goal 2: Computer Flight and Altitude Storage

- Goal 3: Relatively Inexpensive and Easy to Use

- DECISION: Strattologger CF Altimeter and Marsa 54 (See Matrix above)  

Altimeter Price Performance Ease of Use Reliability Total

StratologgerCF 9 9 10 8 36

FireFly 
(Perfectflite) 10 8 9 6 33

Marsa 54 3 10 7 9 29

Raven3 4 8 5 9 26

Entacore 6 7 8 8 29



Altimeter Stratologger CF

- Dimensions: 2.0” x 0.84” x 0.5”

- 9V Battery Powered

- Max Altitude: 100,000 ft

- Dual Deployment Altimater

- Records Velocity & Altitude Data

- Fairly Inexpensive

- Manufacturer: PerfectFlite

 



Chosen Motor
- Casaroni K660 Motor

- Most total impulse motor (helpful for 

achieving the target 5280’ altitude)

- Counterweight possibly needed

- Rocket Simulations launch rocket 5500 to 

5700 feet off the ground with current 

calculated mass

- Length: 57.2 cm Diameter: 5.4 cm

- Impulse: 2437 newton-seconds; more than 

other motors discussed

- Burn / delay time similar to other motors



Simulated Vehicle Data

XXXXX



RocketSim Data



Simulated Motor Thrust Curve



Drift Calculations Tables

Drift from OpenRocket Drift from RockSim

Windage Nosecone
/Payload 
Section

Fin Can / Main 
Parachute Bay

Nosecone
/Payload 
Section

Fin Can / Main 
Parachute Bay

No Wind 0.0 mi 0.0 mi 0.0 mi 0.0 mi

5 mph Wind 0.04 mi 0.062 mi 0.082 mi 0.055 mi

10 mph Wind 0.1 mi 0.148 mi 0.130 mi 0.083 mi

15 mph Wind 0.12 mi 0.225 mi 0.209 mi 0.148 mi

20 mph Wind 0.15 mi 0.262 mi 0.369 mi 0.253 mi



Simulation Differences

● The static stability margin is 3.46 in OpenRocket and 3.54 in 
Rocksim

● The maximum altitude at apogee between OpenRocket and Rocksim 
vary by 150 feet plus or minus 50 feet

● The total mass of the rocket varies by 0.8 ounces between the two 
simulators



Payload Design

- Rover located at separation junction for easy deployment of rover from rover housing
- Compressed spring is to rest against rim of rover housing



Solar Panel Design

Pros Cons

Relies on one motor 
instead of a spring-loaded 
mechanism to deploy.

Requires a deployment 
string and string guides.

Solar Panels deploy within 
the transparent enclosure.

Motor could break the 
deployment strings.

The solar panels can be 
easily refolded.

Deployment strings could 
separate from mounting 
points.

No vertical movement is 
required to deploy the 
panels.

Flawed timing in motor 
movement could result in 
failure to fully deploy or 
over deploy.



Payload Integration - Lil’ Bear (Rover) will be initiated by 

photoresistors 1 and 2; GM5539 5539

- Once light levels fall within range, rover 

will move the required five feet

- Left, right and three motors connected to 

Adafruit motor shield V 2.3

- Motor shield attached to Arduino Uno

- Motors will operate according to code

- ADXL335 Accelerometer will aid rover if 

it is stuck and help synchronize 

movement

- Once targeted distance goal is reached, 

motor three will deploy solar panels



Integration Table



Altimeter Separation System

- StratologgerCF: 1st Charge will 
deploy drogue parachute at 
apogee

- Ejection Charge two will ignite at 
1000 feet in elevation during the 
descent, activating the other two 
chutes.

- Second Altimeter will  be Marsa 54
- Same system as StratologgerCF. 

This is our fail/safe system



Verification Plan: Payload

Requirement Verification

Communicate with the payload section to 
deploy the burn wire system for rover 
deployment 

Ground testing

The rover starts moving upon ejection from 
payload section

Tested in different light settings

Rover move a minimum of the prescribed 
distance

Tested on various surfaces and terrains

The accelerometer method’s accuracy will be 
tested

Rover deploy a solar panel Extensive ground testing will verify that the 
rover deploys the solar panel.

Track the position of the payload upon 
landing

Ground testing



Verification Plan: Recovery and Safety

Requirement Verification

Deploy drogue parachute at 
apogee

The team mentor and project lead teach members how to properly 
fold the parachute and prevent tangled shroud lines. Testing will 
verify parachutes deploy.

Deploy main parachute: 
1000 ft

The StratologgerCF altimeter ejection charge: 1000 ft. Marsa 54 
charge: 900 ft 

Shock cords function as 
expected

Shock cord testing by pulling on it before launch to show proper 
attachment

All rocket sections land  
under a max kinetic energy 
specification

Simulations on OpenRocket and RockSim predict impact velocity
Kinetic energy will be calculated. This will also be verified 
through launches.



Verification Plan: Recovery and Safety

Requirement Verification

Fly all rockets under either NAR or TRA 
safety rules with proper FAA clearances

By flying with the local rocketry club, the team 
will have FAA clearances due to the club’s 
standing FAA waiver.

Team acts in a safe manner during building 
and testing of rocketry and payload systems.

The team signed a written safety statement.
Team leads will supervise and encourage safe 
methods.



Budget: Expenses

- Electronics: $143
- Rocket: $1374
- Half-Scale: $145
- Miscellaneous: $390
- Payload: $423
- Travel: $4925
- TOTAL: $9155.77

http://www.usawealthgroup.com/blog/2016/9/12/spending-influences



Budget: Income

- NC Space Grant: $5000
- LR Fundraisers (2): $500
- Rocket Donations: $1000
- SGA Funding: $500
- Crowdfunding: $2500
- TOTAL: $9500 http://tvtropes.org/pmwiki/pmwiki.php/Main/PiggyBank



Project Timeline



Project Timeline



Project Timeline



Project Timeline



Questions or Comments?


